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• Dynamic mathematical
software consists of tools
and environments to support
mathematical thinking
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• These offer opportunities to
reconceptualise the underlying
mathematics through different
and linked mathematical
representations, accessible to
students at different levels
• Use of graphing software
or dynamic work on
mathematical objects can
help shift focus to
underlying concepts
• Use of dynamic mathematical
software can promote
collaboration and shift the
centre of expertise away from
the teacher; teachers should
plan for this shift
• There is a clear need for more
good-quality sustained CPD
for teachers on the use of
dynamic mathematical
software, through the use of
MOOCs and online toolkits
• Technology use in assessment
and curriculum should
be carefully planned for
coherence and with teacher
support in mind
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Dynamic mathematical technology for mathematics learning, also called
dynamic mathematics software1, refers explicitly to mathematical software
designed to help students learn about mathematics in a way that is
interactive or movable, as opposed to a merely static presentation of
information using technology. This technology can be a mathematical
‘tool’ that ‘offers a mathematical environment within which to explore,
express and communicate mathematical ideas’2. Interacting with
technology not only superficially adjusts, but actually reorganises student
thinking about mathematics3.
IMPLICATIONS: Exploration and communication of mathematical
ideas may be enhanced by use of dynamic mathematical technology
The dynamic nature of experiences using dynamic mathematical
technology enables students to reorganize their thinking
‘When teachers use technology
strategically, they can provide
greater access to mathematics for
all students’
NCTM (US)

‘Mathematical experiences
emerge from the distributed
interactions enabled by the
mobility and shareability of
representations’
Moreno-Armella et al
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Dynamic mathematical technology offers a substantial benefit: multiple representations, which refers to different representations
which are often linked and can offer different entry points to the mathematical idea or concept3. For example, the use of
graphing software has enabled graph plotting to be done quickly and accurately and provides the opportunity for the focus
to shift to the underlying conceptual links or key statistical concepts, enabling graphs and functions to be considered within
‘real-life’ contexts, where appropriate. It may also make it possible to use ‘messy’ real-life datasets4. Dynamic mathematical
technology also allows co-action between student and software (the idea that a user can guide and/or simultaneously be
guided by a dynamic software environment) and gives instant feedback to the user, enabling students’ conjectures to be
confirmed or refuted2. Students can learn about geometric properties through tangible actions on dynamic shapes rather than
merely ‘naming of parts’, leading to higher levels of engagement with the mathematical ideas.
IMPLICATIONS: Different and linked representations of maths offered through technology can support students
with accessing mathematical ideas at different levels
Graphing software can help shift focus to underlying concepts and allow for easier use of real-life data
Instant feedback and dynamic action on mathematical objects like shapes can allow students to engage with ideas
at a higher level
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A significant barrier to teacher use is the lack of sufficient and appropriate professional development. There is a clear need
for sustained and substantive professional development opportunities on the use of dynamic mathematical software5, 6, 7.
New professional development models are needed such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)8, online toolkits9
and school-based applications of these10. Many teachers are unaware of the range of mathematical digital resources
available11 and would benefit from support which enables them to experience tasks in the digital environment, to see how the
mathematical progression might change and to appreciate the new forms of knowledge that might be possible12; however
these opportunities currently vary greatly within and across different countries2. Use of dynamic mathematical technology
can also prompt new ways of thinking about maths which are more collaborative and distributed and less centred around
the teacher as the (only) source of expertise13. Increasing students’ autonomy and agency through the use of dynamic
representations prompts the teacher’s role to shift to focus on sharing and brokering the mathematical ideas through new
approaches to formative assessment14.
IMPLICATIONS: Teachers benefit from sustained and supportive professional development such as MOOCs and
online toolkits to help them teach using dynamic mathematical software
Use of dynamic mathematical software can promote collaboration and teamwork and shift the centre of expertise
away from the teacher; the teacher’s role may need to shift towards brokering ideas
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A country’s (or region’s) policy for technology use in its mathematics curriculum (and the associated assessment regime) has
long been cited as a potential catalyst or barrier to technology use15. For example, mandating technology use in examinations
is a known factor that increases classroom usage by teachers and students16. However, mandating technology use alone,
without also considering the impact on the nature of the curriculum and its assessment, has limited effect16. The diversity of
mathematical technological tools, with very different appearances, functionalities and syntaxes, are making the challenge of
coherence across curriculum, assessment and professional development increasingly complex. Emerging technologies such as
handwriting recognition, natural language processing and graphical interfaces may offer some solutions17.
IMPLICATIONS: The way that technology use is referred to in curriculum and assessment has potent effects and
should be considered as a coherent whole by policymakers and curriculum developers
More consistency of interfaces across dynamic mathematical software options, such as handwriting recognition or
natural language processing, would enable greater access to mathematics
Lucy Rycroft-Smith & Alison Clark-Wilson (UCL Institute of Education), 2019
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